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A birth and death process is used to compare the dynamics of two finite Markov 
spin systems with different initial configurations. This procedure results in bounds 
on the oscillation of functionals of the finite spin system as a function of the initial 
configuration. Such bounds are used, in the one- and two-dimensional cases, to 
prove the existence of infinite Feller spin systems which do not satisfy T. Liggett’s 
“bounded variation” condition on the interaction functions. 
Lattice spin systems on an inlinite number of sites are supposed to 
approximate “large but finite” spin systems as a limit of finite spin systems. 
Difficulties have arisen, however, with the global description of an infinite 
spin system; these difficulties involve the oscillation of functionals of the spin 
system as a function of the initial configuration of spins. In this paper, we 
will look at a method of estimating this oscillation. Although based on some 
crude approximations involving the geometry of the lattice, and for that 
reason of interest mostly in the one- and two-dimensional cases, useful infor- 
mation on the oscillation is obtained. 
A spin model on A = Zd, the d-dimensional integer lattice can be 
described as follows. If x = (x, ,..., xd) E A, let llxll = m={lxl I?--a7 lxdj } so 
that (x E A: llxll < n), n E N, is a cube centered at the origin of n with 
(2n + 1) “sites” per side. We give (0, 1 } the discrete topology; an element 
f,TES= (0, I)*, equipped with the product topology, is called a 
configuration with q(x) representing the spin at x. As usual C(S) will denote 
the Banach space of real continuous functions on S with the supremum 
norm. The set F of cylindrical functions are those f on S for which f(q) 
depends only upon q lJ, the restriction of q to J, for some finite Jc/l. 
Suppose now that {c(x, e): x E A) is a set of nonnegative, uniformly 
bounded, continuous functions on S. If q E S and x E A, q, will denote the 
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element of S obtained from rl by changing I?(X) at .Y to 1 - tf(.u). We then 
define an operator J2 on Z- by 
where d,f(q) =f(q,) -f(q). Liggett 131 has shown that if the c(.Y. .) satisfy 
the condition sup, C,,., supV /c(x, q,) - c(x, q)l < +co in addition to the 
previously stated conditions, then R has an extension which is the 
infinitesimal generator of a unique Feller semigroup on C(S). If Liggett’s 
condition is not satisfied, there may be more than one Feller semigroup with 
this property or there may be distinct Markov semigroups on B(S). the set of 
Bore1 functions on S. having weak infinitesimal generators extending R: 
there are, however, no known examples for which 0 does not have an 
extension as a weak infinitesimal generator of a Markov semigroup on B(S). 
Since the problems associated with these matters involve continuity, or lack 
thereof, estimates of the oscillation are needed. A method of making such 
estimates is presented below which takes into account the oscillation of the 
C(X, .) rather than the “total action” in Liggett’s condition, The method is 
based on finding a bound on the modulus of continuity of finite systems and 
then applying the results of 121. 
In order to study finite systems associated with the C(X, .), boundary 
conditions must be imposed as follows. Let r be a fixed cube in /1 centered 
at the origin and fix 9 E S to serve as a boundary condition. If q E S, [II, 91 
will denote the element of S equal to q on r and 9 on n - ZY For any Jc r, 
a(J) will denote the cylindrical functions on S with base J. We define a 
bounded operator R,,, on r(r) by putting 
Then Tr,Jt) = exp(rRr,,), t > 0, defines a Markov semigroup of operators 
on F(r) and a corresponding Markov process u! with associated probability 
measures Pv depending upon the initial configuration 9 E S. Note that the 
random variables ot take on values in S and are fixed outside R moreover, 
u11n.5r = q I,,+ almost surely relative to P". We will consider only those 
initial configurations r,r for which q = 9 on ,4 - r. Letting E" [. ] denote 
expectations relative to Pq, we will consider the problem of estimating 
1 E" [f(a,)] - E" [f(a,)] 1 for fixed t > 0 and f E a(J), J c I: To simplify the 
notation, we will take f@) = p(O), p E S, since the general case requires only 
obvious modifications. 
Our procedure requires that we look at a three component coupled 
Markov process (q,, &, <,) with associated probability measures P,v.s,5, 
corresponding to the initial point (Q [, c) E S1. This coupled process will 
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have the property that if we look at just the first component we see a copy of 
the above u, process starting at 9 while if we look at just the second 
component we see a copy of the ur process starting at 4. If we look at just the 
third component, we see a birth and death process starting at r with 
generator 
BY-@)= Jl (p(x)6(x;p)+(1-p(x))P(x.p)}d,f@), pES,fE;“(f), (3) 
.YEl- 
where 
P(x, p) = sup{lc(x, Ia, cpl) - c(x, la’, Pl>l : la(u) - a’(u)1 
<p(u).vuEr) 
6(x, p) = inf(c(x, (a, o]) + c(x, [a’, cpl): a(x) = a’(x) 
(4) 
and la(u)-a’(u)l<p(u),VuEQ. 
The coupled process has the property that ) v&u) - c,(u)1 < l,(u) for all u E f 
provided this is true at t = 0. For details on the construction of such a 
coupled process see I41. Clearly, IT b,(O>l - J%P> I = 
J%&,,lOtiO) - W)l. 
We now fix configurations II, < E S, both equal to v, on A h I-, and take 
{ = 1~ - (1. Since we are primarily interested in 17 and [, which are close in 
the topology on S, we will assume that c(O) = 0 and <(x0) = 1 for some 
x, E r. Consider now the stopping time r0 defined by r0 = 
inf(t > 0: r,(O) # to(O)}, that is, the first time a birth occurs at the origin. 
Note that on the event (r, > t), r,(O) = 0 and q,(O) = r,(O). Therefore, 
and our problem is reduced to finding bounds for P,,,,,,,[r, < r]. Since this 
probability involves only the <, component, we will denote the marginal 
probabilities of the third component by P, so that Pl[s, < I] = P,v,c,lj(t,, < t I. 
It should be remembered that the P, probabilities are fundamentally different 
from the Pv and P” probabilities. 
Now let r,, r, ,..., r, be a finite increasing sequence of cubes in A centered 
at the origin so that r, = (0) and r, c (x: r(x) = O}; let A, = r, -I--, , 
1 <k<p; let Apf, = f - rp, and let (A,( denote the cardinality of A,. Also 
let r,,, = r and I’-, = 9. We now define h(n), - 1 < n < p - 1, by putting 
h(-1)= 0 and 
h(n) = 1 suPM(x,P): Plr,,, = 01. O,<n<p-1. (6) 
xsr, 
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It is clear that if in (4) the birth rates are increased and the death rates are 
decreased, we obtain a birth and death process for which it is more likely 
that a birth at the origin will occur before time I than for the <, process. We 
will therefore assume that the death rates are all zero and that the birth rates 
have the property that as soon as a birth occurs in f,, + , . at points s E A, the 
birth rate becomes and remains M, where M is a uniform bound on the 
original birth rates. This change can be made without affecting the h(rt) just 
defined. Since there is some point s,, E r with Q-u”) = 1. for points s E A, 
the birth rate is A4 initially. 
Since the distribution of r,, can only be determined in the simplest of cases. 
we will use Tchebyshev’s inequality to obtain an upper bound for P,I r,, < t 1. 
Letting k(t) = (Etlro] - t)/Var:“Is,], Pg(ro < II <k(t)-? provided 
I < E, [r,,]. Thus the problem is reduced, for such t, to estimating E, [ro] and 
Varl [7,]. For this purpose, let 
e((rj})= 2 (h(k-2)+MIAk-,I]m’ 
k=? 
Finally, let rj, j = I,..., p, be the first time a birth occurs in ri. 
PROPOSITION 1. El170 - rp] > e(lrj}) aid Var,(r, - To) ,< ll(rrjl). 
The proof of Proposition 1 will be outlined, making free use of the strong 
Markov property without comment (see [I]). The proof is based on the fact 
that 0 < r,, < ... < 7, < r,, and so r. - r,, = (7, - 7,) + ..a + (r,-, - 7,). We 
will estimate the quantities E&7,,-, - 7,,J, Varl(r,-, - r,,l, and 
COVl(r,+j-, - r,+j, 7,-I - 5”). In doing this, we will make use of the well- 
known fact that for each g E a(r), Y, = g(&) - jb Bg(&) ds is a martingale 
relative to the a-fields o(<,: s < l) for each P, measure and then make use of 
the optional sampling theorem for martingales. The latter is applied in the 
following way. If for A c r we let g@) = C,,,d p(v), then Bg@) = 
EXE, (1 -p(x)) p(x. p). Applying the optional sampling theorem to (Y,, Y,), 
where 7 is a stopping time relative to the o(&: s < t) satisfying the conditions 
of the sampling theorem, we have 
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provided g(a) = xx,, u(x) = 0. 
We therefore have the following result on the way to establishing 
Proposition I. 
PROPOSITION 2. For l<n<p-1, P(lr,_,>r,]~MJA.IIh(n-l)+ 
w4Il-‘q~n > h.11. 
Proof. Consider u E S such that CxSr,a(x) = 0 and CxEr,+,u(x) > 1, 
where 1 < n < p - 1. On the one hand, 
and, on the other hand, 
Therefore, 
-7 u(x)=O, r u(x)> 1xs. xcr.+1 (8) 
* [h(n - 1) +MlA,I]-’ <E,[r,l < Pfl4Il-‘. 
Since xxsr, r(x) = 0 and r, Q r,- 1, 
and, moreover, 
=E, ‘” I ‘;‘ PC-G <,I ds 0 XEr”-, 
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it follows that 
J’,[T,-~, > rn] = E, (” y /!I(x. t,) a’s, I<n<p-I. (9) 
.o J E .4 ” 
In case II = p, using (8) and (9) 
Pt17,-, > r,l =MiA,lEr17p] >,MlA,I IQ- 1) +MjA,j] -I. (10) 
Making use of (9), 
By the strong Markov property, E,[7, - 7,+, J = ES/ECrn+, IT,,]; r, b r,,+ , ). 
Since CXErn <Tn+,(x) = 0 and ~xsr,+, 5,,,+,(x) > 1 on the event (7, > T,,, ,h it 
follows from (8) that E,[7, - 7,, + ,] >, Jh(n - 1) -t- A4 IA,\]-‘Pl/t,, > t,+ *). 
This completes the proof of Proposition 2. 
We can now prove the first assertion of Proposition 1. By Proposition 2 
and (IO)? for l<n<p, 
2 exp 
I 
- 2 h(k- l)/MJA,] 
k= n 
(11) 
Using this inequality and the fact proved at the end of the preceding 
paragraph. 
E[r, - rp] = + E5[rk-, - tkl 
k:l 
and the proof of the first assertion of Proposition 1 is complete. 
The proof of the second assertion in Proposition 1 is more involved since 
estimating the variance of r0 - rp = (r. - 7,) f .. ’ i- (7p ~, - rp) involves 
estimating the variances and covariances in the equation 
Var&r, - 7J = 4 Var,(r,- , - 5,) 
n-l 
p-l p--n 
+2 UT ” COV*(r,+j-1-t,+j,r,-,-75,) 
,e1 JTl 
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= + Var,(r,-, - 5,) 
El 
P--L 
+ 2 K7 Cov&r, - rp. r,-, - 5”). 
n=1 
(12) 
For a typical term in the first sum 
On the event (rn-, > rJ, r,-, = r, -z A r,.,-, < r4,-, , where rAnm, is the first 
time a birth occurs in A,-,; since ~xEa,<J~) > 1, rAnm, is exponentially 
distributed with parameter M (Anp,) and EcTn [ri- ,] < Etzn [r-i,-,] < 
2/(M IA,-, I)‘. Thus, for 1 < n < p, 
Using this bound on the variances in (12) we obtain the first term in (7) 
defining u({Tj}). Note that in estimating variances we have not subtracted 
the squared mean; not much would be gained by doing so. We now estimate 
Cov,(r, - rp, r,- r - r,) for 1 < n < p - 1. By the strong Markov property 
and 
Using (8) and (1 1 ), 
EI[rn-l-rnl=Eb[El~n[rn-Il;rn-l>r.,l 
> [h(n-2)+MlA.-,Il-‘P,[r,-, > r,,l 
> [h(n - 2) + M IAn-ll]-l exp -M-l 2 h(k- l)/IA,( 
I k=n 
109 X6.2 13 
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Using the fact that 1 - e-.’ ,< X. 
Since 
Covl(r, - rpl rn - , - 5,) 
k=T-I 
Applying this result to the covariances in (12), we obtain the other terms in 
(7) defining ri( (r,}). 
The fact that rp is involved in estimating E, is,,] and Var, lrol usually 
causes no difftculties since E, lrp,l < (M lApI)-‘. 
In order to apply the preceding results to infinite particles, we will make 
use of the nonstandard models introduced in [2 I. For this purpose consider a 
denumerably comprehensive enlargement of a structure containing the real 
numbers (see [S, 61 for terminology and notation). The above results are 
applicable via the transfer principle. 
Let r be a cube in */i centered at the origin containing all the standard 
points in *A, let q~ E *S serve as a boundary condition outside I-, and let *c 
be the nonstandard extension of c. Using *c, an internally bounded operator 
R r,@ on K(r), the set of internal cylindrical functions with base r, can be 
defined as in (2) and Q,., in turn determines an internal Markov semigroup 
of operators ( Tr.@(f): I E * 10, co)} on F(r). It was shown in 121 that the 
internal semigroup Tr,O(t) can be standardized to yield a standard Feller 
semigroup T(t) on C(S) with infinitesimal generator which extends R defined 
by (1) if T,,,(t)f is finite-valued and s-continuous on *S whenever 
t E * 10. co) is finite and f E i”(r) is finite-valued and s-continuous on *S: s- 
continuity of rr,,(t)f on *S means that Tr,,(t)J(n) z 7’r,,(t)f(c) whenever 
q and [ are internal configurations with st n = st c. We will illustrate how s- 
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continuity can be established using the above results by means of an 
example. Before doing so we will make the following modifications of the 
notation. If the r, ,..., rP are defined by r, = (x E *A: llxll< a,m) for some 
m E *N and a specified internal sequence of integers (a,), we will use 
h(n, m), e(m), u(m), and p(m) in place of h(n), e( { rj}), V( (rj}), and p, respec- 
tively. 
Consider the one-dimensional case A = Z. For each x E A, let d(x) = 1 for 
1x1 <e and d(x)= [log 1x11 for Ix > e, where I.1 is the greatest integer 
function. We then put 
d(x) 
4x, tl) = z (-vwx+mjI + 1) A 1. xEA.qES. 
j= -d(x) 
It is easily seen that this interaction function does not satisfy Liggett’s 
condition. Consider two internal configurations q and [ such that st q = st < 
and let < = I q - [I. Now let q be the largest element of *N - N such that 
(XE *A:Ixl<qtc(xE *A;<(x)=Ot. Consider any LE *N-N and 
r, = (x E *A: 1x1 < n’L 1, 1 < n < p(L), where p(L) E *N-N will be 
chosen so that p*(L)L <q. In this case, JA,I = 2(2n - 1)L and h(n, L) = 0 
for n E *N since *c(x, e), x E r,,, is influenced only by sites within a 
distance log n*L < 2 log nL of x and this distance is negligible compared to 
(2n + 1)L. It follows from (7) that there are standard positive constants Ki, 
1 < i < 3, such that e(L) > K, L -’ log p(L) and u(L) < K, + K, L -*. Thus, 
there are standard positive constants C,, C, such that u(L)/e*(L) < 
(C, L* + C,)/log’p(L). Since m exp m* < q for all standard integers m, there 
is an L E *N - N such that L exp L’ ,< q. If we take p(L) = exp(L*/2). then 
p*(L)L < q and c(L)/e*(L) = 0. Since E, Is~,~, ] < (M IAprL,I)p’ 2 0. for any 
finite t E *IO, co), Pl[r, - rp,L, , <t]-0 and Pllr,<ll-O. For such t, 
~r,,Wf(v) = G,, l~,(O)l = Ei-., lo,(O)1 = ~r.,(~Mi)9 where f@) = P(O); 
since only minor modifications of the above are required to prove the same 
for any f E F, 7’r,,(t)fis finite-valued and s-continuous for f E F and finite 
t E * [0, co). This is all that is needed for the construction in 12 I to produce 
a Feller semigroup on C(S) corresponding to the above interaction function. 
The above method does not produce definitive results for pathological 
infinite spin systems primarily because there are terms in c((Tj}) which 
cannot be made infinitesimal and so e({rj}) must be made infinite. This fact 
precludes consideration of explosive birthrates. 
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